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TimeCamp

Boost effectiveness
Increase self-discipline
Gain extra time
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TimeCamp – automatic time tracking software

Do you know….
…that 20 minutes a day spent on Facebook during working-hours equal two
weeks of additional leave a year?
… where your time goes while working all day in front of the computer screen?
…that on average employees declare to spend over 1 hour a day on browsing
non-work related websites?

What is TimeCamp?
TimeCamp is a software developed to monitor and optimize work efficiency on the computer.
System does not affect the user's private sphere, however is very effective at increasing
productivity by raising the level of self-discipline.

Why now?
Access to the Internet on each company computer results in too much time wasted on
browsing non work-related websites. A company with 1,000 Internet users could lose upwards
of $35 million in productivity annually from just an hour of daily Web surfing by employees.
TimeCamp can reduce the bulk of this loss. The system does not restrict access to the Internet,
but helps employees use it effectively to perform their professional duties.

TimeCamp – monthly overview
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How does TimeCamp work?
Activity registration
TimeCamp measures time spent on used applications and
active web browser tabs. System does not record
programs running in the background or web pages that
are not currently browsed. Application stops counting the
time when user leaves the desk.

Categorization of activities
Based on defined criteria system categorizes behavior as
either productive or private and not related to
professional duties. TimeCamp also calculates what
percentage of time was spent on work related activities.

Reporting tools for employees and managers
Most frequently used Web-sites and

Each employee gets access to individual dashboard which applications
reports the effectiveness of time spent at work. The reports
clearly show how much time was dedicated to professional
duties and how much was stolen by unproductive "time thieves". Activities marked red on the graph
indicate counterproductive websites and applications use of which should be eliminated or at least
limited.

Managerial dashboard
Executives have the ability to check
productivity of their teams, departments
or entire company. The employees have
only access to average figures so they
can compare their results with entire
group. This is a great feature that
motivates every user to increase their
effectiveness.

Automatic
registry

time

attendance

TimeCamp offers many other functions,
Productivity trends and top productive/unproductive
such as automatic time attendance
recording. Owning to this feature you activities
will always know what time users turn on and off work stations which usually equals the beginning
and end of work.
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What can you benefit from TimeCamp?

1. Increased employee effectiveness
TimeCamp automatically calculates total time dedicated to professional duties and private
activities as well. System makes employees realize, how much time they waste and motivates
them to effective work. From supervisor's point of view, single glance is enough to find out who
honestly works.

2. Higher level of self-discipline
TimeCamp acts as an extra manager that motivates each employee to perform delegated
tasks. Employees are more focused and avoid using applications and websites distracting
their attention. The users monitor themselves!

3. Identify and eliminate "time thieves"
System makes employees realize the large scale of loss caused in longer periods by few
minutes devoted to private matters each day. Owning to this information users at least limit
or entirely eliminate form their behavior activities stealing their precious time.

4. Reduced network load, higher savings
Limited use of social networking sites and other entertainment services at work noticeably
reduces the load of corporate network and demand for additional bandwidth. This increases
work comfort while reducing cost of infrastructure maintenance.

5. More rational software purchases
TimeCamp clearly shows what software is most frequently used by users and identifies
applications that are used occasionally. This is valuable information for Head of IT allowing
optimally decide what licenses should be renewed and what should not.
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Where to buy?

PREMIUM IT
Timoxenous 8 , Athens
Greece - 117 43
(+30) 213 0087870
(+30) 6955 66 89 99
www.premiumit.gr

